It was the 1980s when I began collecting seeds and experimenting with breeding. It was my goal to produce the best quality cannabis, but I never imagined that this would become a lifetime passion.

This is a big year for us. A whole quarter century of Paradise! It’s been a blast - 80 cannabis cups, 36 strains, an Amsterdam store, Paradise plants grown around the world, involvement with some of the most amazing events and projects and, at last, big moves on legalization!

We have much to celebrate this 25th anniversary…. but none of this would have been possible without YOU! I’m talking about the growers, the fans, our customers and our partners who have supported us over the years. So big thanks and big love to you all!

Luc y Team Paradise
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FOLLOW THE BIGGEST LEADER
GENETICS:
(Fast Bud x Haze #3) x White Widow

FLOWERING TIME:
Indoor: 40/55 days
Outdoor: early September

HARVEST MONTH:
Late August to early September

PLANT SIZE:
up to 2 m

YIELD INDOOR:
550 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
+450 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
A very special incense and cinnamon aroma.

EFFECT:
The effect of this strain is very rapidly, mentally stimulating and of high quality, with a feeling of wellbeing, pleasure and mild physical relaxation.
70% Sativa

www.el-nirvana.com
GENETICS:
Zkittlez x Lemon Skunk, autoflowering

TOTAL LIFE CYCLE IN WEEKS:
10-11 weeks from seed to harvest

PLANT SIZE:
Up to 1 m

YIELD INDOOR:
Up to 500 g in optimised hydroponic conditions

YIELD OUTDOOR:
Over 100 g per plant in direct sunlight

TASTE/AROMA:
Skunky Lemon with hints of tangerine citrus

EFFECT:
Dutch Passion USA auto genetics. A powerful soaring high with a euphoric edge. Smoke or vape this variety and appreciate how pleasurable and enjoyable the high is. Perfect for optimized relaxation allowing you to chill out while enjoying the pleasing and trippy psychoactive effects. Long lasting high. Excellent for concentrate producers.
GENETICS:
Auto Medikit

TOTAL LIFE CYCLE IN WEEKS:
11 weeks

PLANT SIZE:
70-110 cm

YIELD INDOOR:
400-450 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
70-80 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
Sweet, citric (tending towards lemon, orange and/or mango) with earthy and pine notes.

EFFECT:
Relieves the soul, controls stress and anxiety.
**GENETICS:**
Blueberry x Girl Scout Cookies

**FLOWERING TIME:**
55-60 days

**HARVEST MONTH:**
Early October

**PLANT SIZE:**
Medium

**YIELD INDOOR:**
400-500 g/m²

**YIELD OUTDOOR:**
700-900 g/plant

**TASTE/AROMA:**
A very intense, fresh and fruity after-smell in the green plant, and a sweet, baked fruit pie taste in the dried plant.

**EFFECT:**
Potent and relaxing
GENETICS:
Indica/Sativa Ratio: 80% Indica/20% Sativa

FLOWERING TIME:
From 60 days to 63 days

HARVEST MONTH:
Early October

PLANT SIZE:
Indoor 100 cm / outdoor 175 cm

YIELD INDOOR:
500 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
750 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
Sweet, Fruity, Mango

EFFECT:
Clear headed, uplifting, relaxing (THC 18-22% / CBD <0.1%).

www.paradise-seeds.com
GENETICS:  
Banana x Gelato33 x Gorilla 4# 

FLOWERING TIME:  
7-8 weeks 

HARVEST MONTH:  
Mid-September early October (Northern hemisphere). 

PLANT SIZE:  
120-150 cm 

YIELD INDOOR:  
400 g 

YIELD OUTDOOR:  
750-850 g 

TASTE/AROMA:  
Extra sweet, with a strong banana aftertaste 

EFFECT:  
It is a great energizing diary, with clear effects, leaving the mind to perform any kind of activities.
GENETICS: (Cherry Pie x Chemdawg) x do-si-dos

FLOWERING TIME: Flowering indoors 60/65 días

HARVEST MONTH: Outdoor flowering in mid-October

PLANT SIZE: Medium to high

YIELD INDOOR: High

YIELD OUTDOOR: High

TASTE/AROMA: Sweet taste with spicy notes – a berry aroma with chemical nuances.

EFFECT: Strong – social – creative.

www.ripperseeds.com
ORANGE SHERBERT

www.barneystafarm.com
**GENETICS:**
Banana x OG Kush

**FLOWERING TIME:**
7-8 weeks

**HARVEST MONTH:**
Late September

**PLANT SIZE:**
80-140 cm

**YIELD INDOOR:**
350-400 g/m²

**YIELD OUTDOOR:**
450-500 g/dry plant

**TASTE/AROMA:**
Tropical, sweet and fruity

**EFFECT:**
Relaxed, drowsy and hungry (30% Sativa and 70% Indica) with approximately 25% THC level.

www.royalqueenseeds.com
GENETICS: Gelato x OG Kush

FLOWERING TIME: 60 days

HARVEST MONTH: Early October

PLANT SIZE: 1.80 m

YIELD INDOOR: 500-550 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR: Up to 850 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA: Intense cookies flavour with a Kush backdrop.

EFFECT: The high THC level causes a powerful psychoactive effect but also relaxes the body.
GENETICS:
Blood Diamond OG x BLueHeadBand

FLOWERING TIME:
60/65 days

HARVEST MONTH:
Early October

PLANT SIZE:
Indoors 80 cm to 110 cm/outdoors 150 cm to 300 cm

YIELD INDOOR:
450-550 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
800 g to 2 kg/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
A combination of intense fruity aromas with a mainly citric base and a distinctive note of sweet peach. The same long-lasting delicious taste will overwhelm your palate.

EFFECT:
Potent. You will rise to the top of the world and enjoy pleasant and long-lasting relaxation in the mind and body.

www.positronics.eu
GENETICS:
Gorilla Glue #4 (original cut) x King Kong (brutal cut)

FLOWERING TIME:
8 weeks

HARVEST MONTH:
Late September

PLANT SIZE:
Tall

YIELD INDOOR:
Depending on the growing system, yield can exceed 1 kg

YIELD OUTDOOR:
1.5 kg

TASTE/AROMA:
A brutal combination between the sweet fruity notes of King Kong and the diesel/chem flavour of Gorilla Glue #4.

EFFECT:
Very strong and cerebral, your mind will travel to places where it has never been before, an all-round experience that will leave its mark.
GENETICS:
GG4 x OGKB

FLOWERING TIME:
65-70 days

HARVEST MONTH:
Mid-October

PLANT SIZE:
3-4 m

YIELD INDOOR:
450-600 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
2500-3500 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
An earthy, sweet and vanilla smell – an intense fuel taste with notes of pine and chocolate.

EFFECT:
It is among the most potent strains of our collection, with a high (27%) THC level causing a very powerful and lasting but also lucid mental high.
GENETICS:
WiFi OG x Glueberry OG

FLOWERING TIME:
8 weeks

HARVEST MONTH:
Late October

PLANT SIZE:
Up to 1.1m

YIELD INDOOR:
400-500 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
Over 650 g in good conditions

TASTE/AROMA:
Skunky/hash scents with a splash of sweet citrus and fuel

EFFECT:
USA & European feminized genetic hybrid from Dutch Passion. Enjoy this very strong, fast hitting care-free high. A strong Kush effect and heavy body stone with a blissfully pleasant and enjoyable high. Try this variety and notice how your appreciation of music reaches new levels.
GENETICS: Afghani crossed with Skunk

FLOWERING TIME: 45-55 days

HARVEST MONTH: Northern hemisphere, September Southern hemisphere, March

TOTAL LIFE CYCLE IN WEEKS: 8 weeks. Very easy to grow, with very good results and minimum care.

PLANT SIZE: Medium, rapid growth, ripens earlier.

YIELD INDOOR: 550-600 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR: 1500-2000 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA: Amazing aroma and intense fruity and sweet taste.

EFFECT: Very potent, typical of Indica.
Auto Kritical Red
Autoflowering

Mr. Hide Seeds
www.mrhideseeds.com

Sticky Monkey GG#4
Hybrids

Seedstockers.com
www.seedstockers.com

Serious Kush
Indica

Serious Seeds
www.seriousseeds.com
WINNERS
2018
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Solodiol Auto
CBD Strains
Elite Seeds
www.eliteseeds.com

Royal Gorilla
New strains
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www.royalqueenseeds.com

Moby Dick
Sativa
Dinafem Seeds
www.dinafem.org
GENETICS:
Indica 70%

FLOWERING TIME:
55 days

HARVEST MONTH:
September

PLANT SIZE:
1.5 m

YIELD INDOOR:
+550 g

YIELD OUTDOOR:
0.5-2 kg/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
Sweet

EFFECT:
Relaxing
GENETICS:
Bubba Kush x Nicole Kush

FLOWERING TIME:
Outdoor starts in July

HARVEST MONTH:
Outdoor end of October

PLANT SIZE:
Medium size of modest width, homogeneous and with tight branches. Height: 100-250 cm

YIELD INDOOR:
400-600 g/m² in 65 days

YIELD OUTDOOR:
400-1200 g/plant, one of the most productive strains in terms of harvest and resin

TASTE/AROMA:
Intense taste of berries, especially blueberry

EFFECT:
Indica: 80% Sativa: 20% THC: 24% CBD: 0,15% CBN: 0,10%
Very relaxing effect, narcotic, typical of Kush. Easy to grow even for the less experienced, very versatile because of the rapid cycle of flowering, can adapt to any climate.
GENETICS:
Wedding Cake x Animal Cookies

FLOWERING TIME:
8 weeks

HARVEST MONTH:
Late October

PLANT SIZE:
1.1 m

YIELD INDOOR:
400-450 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
Over 500 g per plant in good conditions

TASTE/AROMA:
Sweet fruity vanilla cookies

EFFECT:
The best feminized USA genetics from Dutch Passion. Easy to grow with a powerful feel-good high and a fast acting psychoactive effect. Heavy resin production, ideal for concentrate producers and fans of the latest feminized USA genetics.
GENETICS:
Gelato x Sherbet

FLOWERING TIME:
8 weeks

HARVEST MONTH:
Late October

PLANT SIZE:
1m

YIELD INDOOR:
450-500 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
Over 600 g in good conditions

TASTE/AROMA:
Sweet Dutch Tulip aroma, fruity with caramel

EFFECT:
USA west coast feminized cannabis genetics from Dutch Passion. Exhilarating anti-anxiety high with a strong body stone. A strong and pleasing euphoric ‘up’ high which gives way to a cozy and relaxed vibe. Impressively strong genetics from the USA.

www.dutch-passion.com
GENETICS: Grape Ape x Grapefruit (20% Sativa/80% Indica)

FLOWERING TIME: 8-9 weeks

HARVEST MONTH: End of September

PLANT SIZE: 90-150 cm

YIELD INDOOR: 500-600 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR: 500-600 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA: Berry and grape candy

EFFECT: Her effect is happy, cerebral, and uplifting, adding a pleasant indica stone as the “upper” feelings wear off. With 22.5% THC, she is potent enough to deliver her awesome effect with just a few hits. She lifts your mood and kicks stress in the butt.
**GENETICS:**
Morpheus

**FLOWERING TIME:**
65 days

**HARVEST MONTH:**
Early October

**PLANT SIZE:**
200-300 cm

**YIELD INDOOR:**
450-480 g/m²

**YIELD OUTDOOR:**
1000-1500 g/plant

**TASTE/AROMA:**
Citric and sweetish with earthy notes.

**EFFECT:**
Cerebral and pleasant.

www.buddhaseedbank.com
**GENETICS:**
Og Kush x Cal Train Wreck x Big bud

**FLOWERING TIME:**
Indoors: 7-9 weeks

**HARVEST MONTH:**
Outdoors: mid-October

**PLANT SIZE:**
Outdoors: 250 cm

**YIELD INDOOR:**
550-600 g/m²

**YIELD OUTDOOR:**
700 g

**TASTE/AROMA:**
Earth, wood, pine with a sweet touch.

**EFFECT:**
Very strong

Mr. Jekyll Kush

Among the best award-winning strains

🏆 x 3

www.mrhideseeds.com
GENETICS:
OG Kush x Girl Scout Cookies

FLOWERING TIME:
55-65 days

HARVEST MONTH:
Early October

PLANT SIZE:
Medium

YIELD INDOOR:
450-550 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
750-950 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
Earthy aroma paired with a Kush backdrop with sweet and fruity notes.

EFFECT:
Very potent and physical, as is typical of the most prestigious American genotypes – its high THC level and poor, virtually nonexistent CBD level cause a very narcotic and lasting effect.
GENETICS:
Zkittlez x OGKB (OG Kush Breath)

FLOWERING TIME:
60-65 days

HARVEST MONTH:
Mid-October

PLANT SIZE:
3-4 m

YIELD INDOOR:
400-500 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
2000-3000 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
A definitively fuel smell with sweet and citric, mainly cedar notes – its equally intense fuel taste has notes of pine, incense, grapes and cinnamon.

EFFECT:
Cerebral, potent, lasting and inspiring.
GENETICS:
A F8-F12 hybrid between 3 Panama sativas

FLOWERING TIME:
9-12 weeks

HARVEST MONTH:
3rd week of October (latitude 37°N)

PLANT SIZE:
1-3 m

YIELD INDOOR:
500-700 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
1-3 kg

TASTE/AROMA:
A penetrating, organic, mainly lemony and incensed aroma, with vanilla notes, occasionally sweeter with strawberry notes.

EFFECT:
Very powerful, psychedelic and long-lasting. The effect of red phenotypes is usually heavier and more intense, while green and purple phenotypes are much ‘cleaner’ and more energetic.
GENETICS:
90% Indica 10% Sativa

TOTAL LIFE CYCLE IN WEEKS:
Nearly 9 weeks

PLANT SIZE:
Medium to tall

YIELD INDOOR:
High

YIELD OUTDOOR:
Very high

TASTE/AROMA:
Conifer wet forest, with an earthy backdrop and berry notes.

EFFECT:
Relaxing, physical, very light and soft.
Cannabinoides: 17% CBD and 0.5% THC.

www.eliteseeds.com
GENETICS:  
Tangie (California Orange x híbrido Skunk) x Red Poison Auto® (SWS39)

FLOWERING TIME:  
7-8 weeks

HARVEST MONTH:  
Mid-September to late September

YIELD INDOOR:  
400-500 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:  
350-550 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:  
Sweet and citric (mainly tangerine) taste, with fresh notes of blue cypress.

EFFECT:  
Mentally active at the start and relaxing over time.
GENETICS:
Sour Banana Sherbet #3 I.B.L cross with our San Fernando Valley O.G male hybrid sativa dominant 60/40 S1

FLOWERING TIME:
8-9 week indoor

HARVEST MONTH:
Second week of October

PLANT SIZE:
120 cm indoor up to 3 m outdoor

YIELD INDOOR:
500 g MQ

YIELD OUTDOOR:
500 g up to 2000 g

TASTE/AROMA:
Sweet and sour bananas taste with an earthy and spicy, musky final note.

EFFECT:
Intense active and creative effect in low dosage but highly sedative and couch locker in hi dosage and concentrates THC up 24% CBD 1% CBN 1%. These full bodied effects make Sour Banana Kush Mush ideal for killing the effects of depression, chronic pain, stress, anorexia, nausea.
GENETICS:
Indica/Sativa Ratio: 60% Indica/40% Sativa

FLOWERING TIME:
From 63 days to 65 days

HARVEST MONTH:
Mid October

PLANT SIZE:
Indoor 100 cm / outdoor 200 cm

YIELD INDOOR:
550 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
1000 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
Sweet, Pine

EFFECT:
Long lasting high
(THC 18-22% / CBD <0.1%)

www.paradise-seeds.com
GENETICS:
Gelato (Sunset Sherbet x Girl Scout Cookies “Thin Mint”) x Killer Kush Auto® (SWS56)

FLOWERING TIME:
8 weeks from germination

PLANT SIZE:
60-100 cm

YIELD INDOOR:
375-500 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR:
50-175 g/plant

TASTE/AROMA:
Sweet and fruity aroma with Kush predominance, earthy and woody notes tending towards dried fruit (hazelnuts) with slight hints of citrus fruit and menthol.

EFFECT:
Exciting and balanced.

www.sweetseeds.com
GENETICS: Secret

FLOWERING TIME: 8 weeks

HARVEST MONTH: October

PLANT SIZE: 1.5 m indoors/4 m outdoors

YIELD INDOOR: 500 g/m²

YIELD OUTDOOR: Up to 4 kg

TASTE/AROMA: Fruity with a peach note

EFFECT: Relaxing

Zero® (Feminised)

www.genofarm.com
AMSTERDAM SEED CENTER
RELIABLE PARTNER IN SEEDS

AMSTERDAMSEEDCENTER.COM

CANNABIS SEEDS
CBD PRODUCTS
VAPORIZERS
BOOKS & MORE

COME VISIT OUR SHOP • GRAVENSTRAAT 12 • 1012 NM AMSTERDAM • JUST BEHIND DAM SQUARE
W: AMSTERDAMSEEDCENTER.COM • M: INFO@AMSTERDAMSEEDCENTER.COM • T: +31 (0) 20 737 00 60
New DINAFEMSEEDS™

DinaCookies

Get the best U.S. taste!

American 100% Natural

Blueberry Cookies  Ocean Grown Cookies

Potency, unique taste, and intense scent

www.dinafem.org

THC 18-20%

CBD 0.1%